FEMP is pleased to announce that GHH - Mine Master has joined FEMP as a member company.

GHH Fahrzeuge GmbH is headquatered in Gelsenkirchen, Germany. Since 1964 GHH LHD´s and
dump trucks have been utilized around the world in mining and tunnelling. GHH Equipment is
manufactured in Germany and is designed for maximum quality and durability resulting in minimum
lifecycle cost.
GHH offers tailor-made "high-tech" or "proven technology" solutions including Full Service Packages
in almost every region of the world. In addition to its dealer Network, GHH subsidiaries are located in
Australia, Chile, China, Germany, Poland, Russia, North-America, India, Middle -East and South
Africa.
GHH's product range consists of tailor made solutions for your mining and tunnelling applications:
Hard or Soft Rock, High Tech or Proven Technology:
- Compact Load Haul and Dump Vehicles (LHD's) with payloads from 3 to 21 tonnes
- Super Low Profile LHD's with payloads of 3 to 14 tonnes
- Electric LHD's with cables up to 350 m and payloads up to 20 tonnes
- Dumpers with payloads up to 55 tonnes
- Drilling and Bolting Rigs (Mine Master)
- Special Vehicles such as Roof Scalers, telestopic Dump Trucks or Trolleys
(http://www.ghh-fahrzeuge.de/)

Mine Master Ltd. have been operating under different company names supplying mining
equipment to the market for almost 40 years. It specializes in the production and supply of
underground mining equipment for underground drilling ‐ drilling rigs and roof bolting rigs
together with mining tools and the supply of loading and haulage dump trucks produced by our
German shareholder – GHH FAHRZEUGE. Among them are mechanized, single and double boom drill
jumbos, some of them computerized, equipped with different kinds of innovative features, air
conditioned and heated cabins ‐ to get the best performance in the most difficult mine conditions.
The bolting rigs are designed to bolt roofs and walls in low and medium profile mines.
Machines and tools offered by Mine Master are to be widely found in metal mines, ore mines and
tunnels all over the world. Mining and tunnelling are international businesses ‐ currently Mine
Master exports about 50% of its entire production. Among the main import countries are India,
Turkey, Russia, Estonia, South Africa, Chile, Nepal as well as Pakistan and Australia. Platinum, copper

and gold – the metals are mined with the support of Mine Master’s drilling and bolting equipment.
The biggest copper mine in Poland, KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. utilizes more than 200 of Mine Master
rigs.
The company’s broad product range includes standard machinery, however, most customers
explicitly demand special solutions that are tailor‐made to meet their exact specifications. Therefore,
in the product portfolio there are drilling and bolting rigs especially designed to be successfully used
in soft rock mining – in salt or oil‐shale mines.
(http://www.minemaster.eu/)

